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a b s t r a c t
We present a model of a mobile ad-hoc network in which nodes can move arbitrarily
on the plane with some bounded speed. We show that without any assumption on
some topological stability, it is impossible to solve the geocast problem deterministically
despite connectivity and no matter how slowly the nodes move. Moreover, even if each
node maintains a stable connection with each of its neighbors for some period of time,
it is impossible to solve the geocast problem if nodes move too fast. Additionally, we
give a tradeoff lower bound which shows that the faster the nodes can move on a
monodimensional space, the more costly it would be to solve the geocast problem. We
provide geocasting algorithms for the case where nodes move in one dimension and also
when they can move on the plane (i.e., in two dimensions). We prove correctness of
our algorithms by giving exact bounds on the speed of movement. Our analysis helps
understand the impact of speed of nodes, firstly, on geocasting solvability and, secondly,
on the cost of geocasting.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
There has been increasing interest in mobile ad-hoc networks with nodes that move arbitrarily on the plane. This is
justified by the significance of (wireless) mobile computing in emerging technologies. Current technologies require a stable
infrastructure which is used for communication between mobile nodes. Unfortunately, in some cases, such as a military
operation or after some physical disaster, a fixed infrastructure cannot exist. For such cases, it is desirable to program the
mobile nodes to solve important distributed problemswithin specific geographical areas andwithout depending on a stable
infrastructure. This is why there has been an increasing interest in studying problems related to the geographical position
of participants in mobile ad-hoc networks such as georouting [3,4], geocasting [5–8], geoquorums [8], etc.
A fundamental communicationprimitive in certainmobile ad-hoc networks is geocasting [4]. This is an operation initiated
by a node in the system, called the source, that disseminates some information to all the nodes in a given geographic area,
named the geocast region. In this sense, the geocast primitive is a variant ofmulticasting, where nodes are eligible to receive1
✩ A preliminary version of this paper has appeared in DISC07 and OPODIS08. This research was supported in part by Comunidad de Madrid grant
S2009TIC-1692 and Spanish MICINN grant TIN2008–06735-C02-01.∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 540003503.
E-mail addresses: baldoni@dis.uniroma1.it (R. Baldoni), antonio.fernandez@imdea.org (A. Fernández Anta), ioannidu@gmail.com (K. Ioannidou),
milani@labri.fr (A. Milani).
1 Throughout this paper, we use the term deliver to refer to receiving the information being geocast. The term receive is used to describe the operation
of receiving messages being broadcast while geocasting is taking place.
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the information according to their geographic location. While geocasting in two dimensions is clearly useful, geocasting
in one dimension is also a natural operation in some real situations, like announcing an accident to nearby vehicles on a
highway. In mobile ad-hoc environments, geocasting is also a basic building block to provide more complex services. As
an example, Dolev et al. [8] use a deterministic reliable geocast service to implement atomic memory in mobile ad-hoc
networks. A geocast service is deterministic if it ensures deterministic reliable delivery, i.e. all the nodes eligible to deliver
the information will surely deliver it.
Designing a geocast primitive in a mobile ad-hoc network forces us to deal with uncertainty due to the dynamics of the
network. Since communication links appear and disappear as nodes move in and out of the transmission range of other
nodes, there is a (potential) continuous change of the communication topology. In other words, the movement of nodes and
their speed of movement usually impacts on the lifetime of radio links. Then, since it takes at leastΩ(log n) time to ensure
a one-hop successful transmission in a network with n nodes [9], mobility may be an obstacle for deterministic reliable
communication.
This is because it can heavily influence, for example, the completion time of the message diffusion in a certain geograph-
ical area till making geocasting unsolvable if these speeds are high enough. In an extreme (unrealistic) scenario, nodes can
move fast enough to ensure that no two neighbors stay connected for enough time to complete the receipt of a message.
Geocasting cannot be solved in this scenario even though the topology of the mobile ad-hoc network never disconnects. To our
knowledge this relation among problem solvability, the cost of a solution, and mobility has never been investigated. This
paper focuses precisely on these issues. In particular, first, we provide amodel of computation (Section 2) and a specification
for the geocasting problem (Section 3) which both take into account (explicitly or implicitly) node mobility.
• The model does not rely on either GPS or synchrony. Instead, it relies on connectivity guarantees and restrictions on the
movement speed and the geocast area to be able to solve the problem. Themodelmakes a distinction between traditional
connectivity and a newnotion of connectivity, called strong connectivity. A strongly connected systemhas some assurance
of topological stability, i.e., there is always a path between every two nodes formed by strong neighbors, where two nodes
are strong neighbors if they remain neighbors for at least some period of time.
• The geocasting specification is split into three properties: reliable delivery, integrity, and termination. Reliable delivery
states that all nodes, which remain for some positive time C within distance d from the location l where the geocast
has been issued, will deliver the geocast information. Conversely, integrity defines the minimum distance between the
location l and a node in order that the latter does not deliver the geocast information. Termination states that after some
period of time C ′ from geocasting of some information, there will be no more communication related to this geocast.
In Section 4, the paper formally proves the following results related to solvability of geocasting:
• Even if the nodes are connected (in the traditional sense) and they move arbitrarily slow, it is not guaranteed that
geocasting can be solved (Theorem 4);
• even if strong connectivity holds, then geocasting is still impossible for some bound on nodes’ speed of movement
(Theorems5–7). Constraining the speedofmovement below thebounds established in Theorem5 is a necessary condition
to ensure that one-hop communication succeeds. But this is not sufficient to ensure that the information propagates in
space, i.e., the informationmaybe transmitted fromonenode to the next, but never reaches a node in a given geographical
position because the nodes covered by the information move in the opposite direction. This is proved in Theorem 6
Section 5.
Moreover, we provide lower bounds on the cost of the solution and we relate them with the mobility of nodes. In
particular, in Theorem 8 we show a tradeoff lower bound that relates the completion time of geocasting to the speed of
movement of nodes. We prove that the time complexity grows linearly with the speed of the movement of nodes and with
the distance to be covered by the information. In a two dimensional space, the fact that the information could flow in one
direction while it is needed in the other direction of the plane may just depend on adversarial communication topology.
Observe that we do not assume knowledge concerning the network topology, except that it is strongly connected. Therefore,
to ensure that the geocast is solved on a plane, the proposed algorithm has to cover all the nodes in the system. This is
formalized in the lower bound presented in Theorem 9.
As a last contribution, if the speed is small enough, we show how to solve the geocasting problem in a one-dimensional
setting (Section 6.1) and in a two-dimensional setting (Section 6.2). We prove that in a one-dimensional space the time
complexity of these algorithms increaseswith the speed of nodes. In a two-dimensional space, following the previous result,
the time complexity is dominated by the size of the system. None of the algorithms require any knowledge of the topology
of the system and of the position of the nodes.
Finally, we would like to stress the fact that, to our knowledge, this is the first time that, in a mobile context, the
computational complexity of a solution of a well-defined paradigm has been formally evaluated in terms of speed of nodes.
Therefore, results in this paper can be considered as an important step towards understanding the ‘‘uncertainty’’ introduced
by themobility of nodeswhen solving distributed computing problems in amobile setting. The stepswe followed to analyze
the impact of speed of nodes on problem solvability and on the cost of a solution can be followed by other researchers to
formally prove correctness of their solutions of other distributed computing related problems in a mobile setting.
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2. A mobile ad-hoc network model
We consider an unbounded set Π of (mobile) nodes which move in a continuous manner on a plane (2-dimensional
Euclidean space) with bounded maximum speed vmax. The nodes in Π do not have access to a global clock, but their local
clocks run at the same rate. Additionally, no node inΠ fails.
Nodes communicate by exchanging messages over a wireless radio network. All the nodes have the same transmission
radius r . At any time, each node is a neighbor of, and can communicate with, all the nodes that are within its transmission
range at that time, i.e., the nodes that are completely inside a disk, centered at the node’s position, of radius r [2]. Formally, let
distance(p, q, t) denote the distance between p and q at time t , we say that p and q are neighbors at time t if distance(p, q, t) <
r . Nodes do not know their position, speed, nor direction of movement.
Local broadcast primitive. To directly communicate with their neighbors, nodes are provided with a local reliable broadcast
primitive. Communication is not instantaneous, it takes some time for a broadcast message to be received. To simplify the
presentation we consider as a time unit the communication round (or round for short), the time the communication of a
message takes when accessing the underlying wireless network communication channel without collision. Additionally,
we assume that local computation at the nodes takes negligible time (zero time for the purpose of the analysis). Since
collisions are an intrinsic characteristic of MANETs, they have to be considered. We assume that the potential collisions due
to concurrent broadcasts by neighbors are dealt by a lower level communication layer, and that this layer takes T rounds to
(reliably and deterministically) deliver a message to its destination. The value of T could be related to the size of the system
and depends on the complexity of the lower level communication protocol. As already stated, [9] shows that it takes at least
Ω(log n) time to ensure a one-hop successful transmission in a network with n nodes. Note that T is in O(n) since a simple
round robin algorithm would avoid any collisions in any possible network.
If a node p invokes broadcast(m) at time t , then all nodes that remain neighbors of p throughout [t, t + T ) receivem by
time t+T , for some fixed known integer T > 0. A node that receives a messagem generates a receive(m) event. It is possible
that some node that has been a neighbor of p at some time in [t, t + T ) (but not during the whole period) also receives m,
but there is no guarantee. However, no node receivesm after time t+T −1. A node issues a new invocation of the broadcast
primitive only after it has completed the previous one (T time later). Then in each time interval of length T a node broadcasts
at most one message.
Connectivity
The traditional definition of connectivity ensures that for every pair of nodes p and p′ and every time t , there is at least
one path of neighbors connecting p and p′ at time t . Note that the traditional notion of connectivity states nothing about
the expected stability of the communication topology. In fact, while maintaining the system connected, an adversary could
continually change the neighborhood of nodes and make impossible even the basic task of geocasting (see Theorem 4 in
Section 4).
For this reason, we introduce a stronger notion of connectivity, called strong connectivitywhich is based on the notion of
strong neighbors. The latter is a dynamic concept aiming to capture the fact that if there is an upper bound on the speed of
nodes, then the closer two neighbors are located to each other, the longer they will remain neighbors. Hence, if nodes are
located fairly close, then their connection is guaranteed for some period of time.
Formally,
Definition 1 (Strong Neighbor). Let δ2 = r and δ1 be fixed positive real numbers such that δ1 < δ2. Two nodes p and p′ are
strong neighbors at some time t if there is a time t ′ ≤ t such that distance(p, p′, t ′) ≤ δ1, and distance(p, p′, t ′′) < δ2 for all
t ′′ ∈ [t ′, t].
Strong connectivity is a local property which helps to formalize the local stability in the communication topology
necessary to solve the problem.2
Definition 2 (Strong Connectivity). For every pair of nodes p and p′ and every time t , there is at least one path of strong
neighbors connecting p and p′ at t .
When convenient, we may use the term that a pair of (strong) neighbors have a (strong) connection, or are (strongly)
connected.
Two nodes p and p′ become strong neighbors at time t if there is a t ′ < t , such that for any t ′′ ∈ [t ′, t], p and p′ are not
strong neighbors at time t ′′, and p and p′ are strong neighbors at time t .
Observe that once two nodes p and p′ become strong neighbors (i.e., they are at distance δ1 from each other), to get
disconnected they must move away from each other so that their distance is at least δ2. This means that the total distance
to be covered in order for p and p′ to disconnect is δ2 − δ1. We use the notation δ = δ2−δ12 , where δ denotes the minimum
2 A different approach could be to constrain the mobility pattern of nodes (e.g. [11]) or to assume the global communication topology to be stable long
enough to ensure reliable delivery (e.g. [16]).
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Fig. 1. System architecture.
distance that any two nodes that just became strong neighbors have to travel to stop being neighbors when moving in
opposite directions. Thus, for a clear presentation of our results, we express the maximum speed of nodes, denoted vmax, as
the ratio between δ and the time necessary to travel this space, denoted T ′.
Definition 3 (Movement Speed). Since vmax = δ2−δ12T ′ , it takes at least T ′ > 0 time for a node to travel distance δ = δ2−δ12 .
Since nodesmove, the topology of the networkmay continuously change. In this sense, assuming both strong connectivity
and an upper bound on themaximum speed of nodes provides some topological stability in the network. In particular, strong
connectivity ensures that at least one neighbor of a node remains stable for some time. The period of stability depends on
the maximum speed of nodes and on the parameters δ1 and δ2.
From themovement speed assumption, we derive that it takes at least T ′ = δ
vmax
> 0 rounds for a node to travel distance
δ = δ2−δ12 on the plane. Thus, from Definition 1 and the assumption on the bound on the speed, we gain some topological
stability in the network, which is formally expressed in the following lemma:
Lemma 1. If two nodes become strong neighbors at time t, then they are neighbors throughout the interval (t − T ′, t + T ′) and
remain strong neighbors throughout the interval [t, t + T ′).
Proof. If p and p′ become strong neighbors at time t , then distance(p, p′, t) = δ1. To be disconnected, they must move away
from each other a distance of at least 2δ, so that their distance is at least δ2. From Assumption 3, this takes at least T ′ time.
Hence, for τ ∈ (t − T ′, t + T ′), distance(p, q, τ ) < δ1 + 2δ = δ2, which proves the claims. 
3. The geocast problem
The geocast is a variant of the conventional multicasting problem, where nodes are eligible to deliver the information
if they are located within a specified geographic region. The geocast region we consider is the circular area centered in the
location where the source starts geocasting and whose radius is some given value d. We assume d to be provided as input
by the user of the geocast primitive.
The geocast problem can be solved by a geocast service, implemented by a geocast algorithm which runs on mobile
nodes. The geocast service provides two primitives to each mobile node: Geocast(I, d) to geocast information I at distance
d and Deliver(I) to deliver information I . As illustrated in Fig. 1, on each mobile node there is a process running the
geocast algorithm and a co-located user of the service which invokes geocast. The geocast algorithm uses broadcast(m)
and receive(m) to achieve communication among neighbors.
3.1. A geocast specification
The geocast information is initially known by exactly one node, the source. If the source performs Geocast(I, d) at time t
from location l, then:
Property 1 (Reliable Delivery). There is a positive integer C such that, by time t + C, information I is delivered (with Deliver(I))
to all nodes that are located at most at distance d away from l throughout [t, t + C].
The following properties rule out solutions which waste resources causing continuous communication or distribution of
the information I to the whole Euclidean space.
Property 2 (Termination). If no other node issues another call to the geocast service, then there is a positive integer C ′ such that
after time t + C ′, no node performs any communication (i.e. a local broadcast) triggered by a geocast.
Property 3 (Integrity). There is a d′ ≥ d such that, if a node has never been within distance d′ from l, it never delivers I.
The parameters C , C ′, and d′ of the above properties may depend on d and on the parameters of the system (like the
number of nodes n, T , T ′, δ2, or δ1).
Observe that these properties are deterministic. This justifies the use of a deterministic reliable local broadcast primitive
and the fact that we enforce nodes to be in range less than δ2 during T steps to complete a successful communication.
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Fig. 2. Scenario for the proof of Theorem 5.
4. Problem solvability vs. node mobility
In this section, first we prove that traditional connectivity is not sufficient to solve the geocast problem, no matter how
slowly the nodes move (Theorem 4). Then, we show several lower bounds that relate the speed of nodes’ movement to
solvability of a geocast. In particular, we prove that if the nodes move fast enough, then any geocast algorithm would fail
even though strong connectivity is assumed. To prove our results, we describe executions that violate the reliable delivery
property described in Section 3.
The following theorem shows an inherent limitation of traditional connectivity to model dynamic systems, where the
network topology varies over time. In particular, it fails to guarantee some link stabilitywhich is on the other hand necessary
to solve communication in mobile ad-hoc networks. Formally,
Theorem 4. Even if the network is connected (but not strongly connected) and the nodes move arbitrarily slow, no Geocast(I, d)
algorithm guarantees that the geocasting problem will be solved.
Proof. Assume that the maximum speed of the nodes is v > 0. Consider a state, spq, such that all nodes are located on a
straight line. The source s is the leftmost node at position l. The only neighbor, p, of s is on its right at distance r − dϵ from l,
at position l1 such that dϵ ≤ vT2 . There is a node q located on the right of p at distance dϵ from p at position l2.
Because dϵ ≤ vT2 , distance 2dϵ can be traversed by each node during T rounds. From state spq at time t , node q and pmove
with their maximum speed towards each other until they reach respectively location l1 and location l2 at time t + T2 . The
state, sqp, reached is the same as spq if we replace p by q and q by p, hence, connectivity is preserved. Then they immediately
move towards each other with their maximum speed to reach the previous positions.
Because the switch between spq and sqp and then again spq takes T rounds, nomatter when the source nodewill broadcast
the message with information I , neither p nor q will remain its neighbor long enough to reliably receive the message. We
can repeat the scenario infinitely many times. 
Lower bounds. For the following results we assume strong connectivity andwe show that if the speed ofmovement of nodes
is too high, the geocast problem cannot be solved.
Recall that a link between two nodes is created or destroyed when a node enters or exits the transmission range of the
other node, respectively. Moreover, for one-hop communication to succeed, a time of period of T time units during which a
link is stable is required. Thus, if the nodesmove fast enough then the link between any two nodesmay not last enough time
for a one-hop communication to succeed (Theorem 5). In particular, our lower bound relates the stability of a link, expressed
in terms of the speed of movement of nodes, with the time necessary to a single-hop transmission to succeed.
Theorem 5. No algorithm can solve the geocast problem in one dimension if vmax ≥ δ2−δ1T , i.e. if T ′ ≤ T2 even if strong connectivity
holds.
Proof. Consider aGeocast(I, d)primitive invoked at some time t by a source s, with d ≥ δ2.Weprove the claimbypresenting
a scenario in which, independently of the algorithm used, no node except the source delivers information I , while there are
other nodes in the geocast region permanently. This violates the reliable delivery property and hence the geocast problem
is not solved.
In our scenario there are three nodes, the source s and nodes p and q, that are permanently in the geocast region. Initially,
node s is at a position l, from which it will never move. Node p is at position l1 = l + δ1 (at a distance δ1 from s), and q is
at a distance δ1 from p and at a distance 2δ1 from s. Then, q moves to reach the state spq depicted in Fig. 2, which has the
following properties: all nodes are located on a single line; the leftmost node is the source s located at position l; a node p is
located at position l1 at distance δ1 from l; and a node q is located at position l2 at distance 2δ from l1. Observe that from the
initial configuration up to state spq strong connectivity holds, and that nodes p and q are always within distance δ2 ≤ d of l.
If s never broadcasts I then neither p nor q deliver it, and reliable delivery is violated. Otherwise, assume that as a
consequence of the Geocast(I, d) invocation, s invokes broadcast(I) at times t0, t1, . . ., with ti+1 ≥ ti + T . Let us define
first the behavior of the nodes in interval [t0, t1]. At time t0 nodes p and q start moving at their maximum speed vmax to
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Fig. 3. Proof of Theorem 6.
exchange their positions. Then, at time t ′0 = t0 + 2T ′, p is located at l2 and q is located at l1 reaching state sqp. They do not
move from that state until t1. Observe that strong connectivity has been preserved during the whole period [t0, t ′0]: p and q
never stop being strong neighbors, and the source is a strong neighbor of p for all the period [t0, t ′0) and at time t ′0 it becomes
a strong neighbor of q. Note that neither p nor q have been neighbors of s during the whole period [t0, t0 + T ], because q is
not a neighbor at time t0 and p is not a neighbor at time t ′0 ≤ t0 + T . Hence, in our execution no node delivers I in [t0, t1].
The behavior in interval [t1, t2] is the same as described but exchanging the roles of p and q: the initial state is sqp, at time
t1 they start moving to exchange positions, and at time t ′1 they end up at state spq. Again, I is not delivered at p nor q because
they have not been neighbors of s in the whole period [t1, t1 + T ]. For any interval [ti, ti+1] the behavior is the same as in
interval [t0, t1], if i is even, and the same as in interval [t1, t2] if i is odd. Then, in this scenario of execution only s delivers I
and the reliable delivery property is not fulfilled. 
In Theorem 6, we prove that even if one-hop communication succeeds, (i.e., a node is able to transfer the information to
at least one of its neighbors), mobility can cause limited propagation of the information. In particular, we show a scenario
for which the geocast information does not propagate in space towards a given direction where there is a (fixed) node that
eventually should receive it. This is achieved by moving all nodes that have delivered the information away from the fixed
node. In particular, we provide a scenario in which each node that delivers the information, delivers it when being in the
exact position l where the geocast(I , d) has been invoked, while there is a node on the right of this location that should
deliver I . Thus, the information does not move towards the right of l and a node at within distance d from l does not deliver
I , thus violating the reliable deliver property.
Theorem 6. For δ1 ≥ δ22 , no Geocast(I, d) algorithm can solve the geocast problem if vmax > δ1T for a system with an infinite
number of nodes even if strong connectivity holds.
Proof. We describe an execution (illustrated in Fig. 3) during which all nodes are placed on a straight line and a node
receives a message containing I if and only if it is located on or on the left of the original location, l, of the source s = p0.
In this execution, there is a node, q, always located on the right of this position at a distance less than d, and hence, never
delivers I , violating reliable delivery. Initially, at time t = t0, the nodes are placed on a line on the right of q0, one every δ1
distance, with the exception of q. Let pi be the node located at distance iδ1 on the right of l at time t0 (for i ≥ 0). At time
t0, the only neighbors of p0 are p1 and possibly q because, since δ1 ≥ δ22 , all other nodes are at distance at least δ2 from p0.
Similarly, at time t0, the only neighbors of pi (for i ≥ 1) are pi−1, pi+1 and possibly q. All nodes pi for (i ≥ 0)move continually,
with speed δ1T towards the left. Note that this is possible because by our assumption vmax >
δ1
T (i.e.,
δ1
T is smaller than the
maximum speed vmax). All other nodes pi for i ≥ 0 form a path such that each two consecutive nodes are strong neighbors.
Furthermore, q is always a strong neighbor of the first node on its right throughout the execution because their distance is
at most equal to δ1. We conclude that strong connectivity holds.
At time t0 only p0 (at location l) knows I . Node p1 delivers I at time t1 = t + T when it is at location l. This is because
during T rounds, p1 moves a distance
Tδ1
T = δ1 and it moves towards the left starting from a location at a distance δ1 on the
right of l. At time t1, both p0 and p1 will rebroadcast messages with information I . Similarly, node pi is the rightmost node to
deliver I at time ti = t + iT when at location l. All other nodes that delivered I are on the left of location l at that time. Since
q is never a neighbor of any node on or on the left of position l, it will never deliver I . 
Solving geocast in two dimensions. The previous bounds were proved using executions where nodes move on a line. Thus
they still hold if nodes have more degree of freedom of movement, i.e., they can move in the plane. Additionally, we show
that if nodes move on a plane, T ′ must be larger than T for the geocast problem to be solvable.
Theorem 7. No algorithm can solve the geocast problem if nodes move in two dimensions if vmax ≥ δ2−δ12T , (i.e. if T ′ ≤ T) even if
strong connectivity holds.
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(a) State at time t and t0 . (b) State at time t ′0 = t0 + T v .
Fig. 4. Scenario for the proof of Theorem 7.
Proof. Consider a Geocast(I, d) primitive invoked at some time t by a source s, with d ≥ δ2. To prove the claimwe construct
a scenario with 6 nodes, and an execution in it, such that the geocast region contains several nodes permanently, but only s
delivers I . Since the reliable delivery property is not satisfied, this proves the claim.
In our scenario, there are 6 nodes, the source s, and nodes p, q, x1, x2, and x3. At the time t of the geocast, we assume that
the system is in the state shown in Fig. 4(a). This state can be reached from an initial situation in which the nodes q, x1, x2, x3,
p, and s are placed (in this order) on a line, at distance δ1 of each one from the next, and move without breaking the strong
connectivity, to the state of Fig. 4(a). Observe that all nodes are strongly connected along the path q, x1, x2, x3, p, s, but that
the source is not a neighbor of neither x1, x2, nor x3. Additionally, both p and q are in the geocast region (since d ≥ δ2). They
will be in the region during the whole execution and hence to satisfy reliable delivery they should deliver I .
Let us first assume then that, although the invocation to Geocast(I, d), s never makes a call to broadcast(I). Then, p and
q will never receive, and hence deliver, I and reliable delivery is violated. Otherwise, assume that as a consequence of the
Geocast(I, d) invocation, s invokes broadcast(I) at times t0, t1, . . ., with ti+1 ≥ ti + T . Let us define first the behavior of the
nodes in interval [t0, t1]. At time t0, the source s and node q start moving towards each other at the maximum speed vmax,
while nodes p, x1, x2, and x3 start moving in the same direction as q. At time t ′0 = t0 + T ′ ≤ t1 all nodes have traveled a
distance of δ (by definition of T ′) and the system is in the state depicted in Fig. 4(b). In the interval [t ′0, t1] no node moves.
Observe that strong connectivity has been preserved during the whole period [t0, t ′0], since the distances along the path
q, x1, x2, x3, p did not change, and the source is a strong neighbor of p for all the period [t0, t ′0) and at time t ′0 it becomes a
strong neighbor of q. Note also that neither p nor q have been neighbors of s during the whole period [t0, t0 + T ], because q
is not a neighbor at time t0 and p is not a neighbor at time t ′0 ≤ t0 + T . Hence, in our execution no node delivers I in [t0, t1].
The behavior in interval [t1, t2] is the same as described for [t0, t1], but swapping the directions of movement and the
roles of p and q. The initial state at time t1 is the one show in Fig. 4(b), and the final state reached at time t ′1 = t1 + T ′ is
the one shown in Fig. 4(a). Again, I is not delivered at p nor q because they have not been neighbors of s in the whole period
[t1, t1+ T ]. For any interval [ti, ti+1] the behavior is the same as in the interval [t0, t1], if i is even, and the same as in interval
[t1, t2] if i is odd. Then, in this scenario of execution only s delivers I and the reliable delivery property is not satisfied. 
5. The cost of geocasting vs. the speed of nodes
In this section, we show how the speed of movement of nodes relates to the cost of any Geocast algorithm. From
Theorem 5, we know that the problem cannot be solved if vmax ≥ 2δT which is equivalent to T ′ ≤ T2 . From Theorem 6,
we know that the problem cannot be solved if vmax >
δ1
T which is equivalent to T
′ < δT
δ1
. Hence to solve the problem it
is necessary that T ′ > max{ 12 , δδ1 }T but this may be not sufficient. Theorem 8 verifies the intuition that if a solution to a
geocast exists, then the time complexity of this solution is proportional to the speed ofmovement of the nodes. In particular,
the larger the speed of the nodes can be (which is inversely related to T ′) the more time it would take to solve geocasting.
Theorem 8. Assuming that T ′ > T2 and δ1 ≥ δ22 , then if it is possible to solve the geocast problem, it would take more than
(⌊ d−δ2
δ1− TδT ′
⌋+ 1)T rounds to ensure reliable delivery, using any Geocast(I, d) algorithm for a system with more than ⌊ d−δ2
δ1− TδT ′
⌋ nodes
even if strong connectivity holds.
Proof. We describe an execution (illustrated in Fig. 5) of a geocast algorithm that causes asmuch rebroadcasting as possible
and which cannot guarantee reliable delivery in less than (⌊ d−δ2
δ1− TδT ′
⌋ + 1)T rounds. During this execution there is a node, q,
located exactly at distance d from the original location, l, of the source, s = p0. At time t0, the nodes (other than q) are placed
on a line on the right of p0, one every δ1 distance. Let pi be the node at distance iδ1 on the right of l at time t0 (for i ≥ 0).
At time t0, the only neighbors of p0 are p1 and possibly q because (since δ1 ≥ δ22 ) all other nodes are at distance at least
δ2 from p0. Similarly, at time t0, the only neighbors of pi (for i ≥ 1) are pi−1, pi+1 and possibly q. All nodes pi for (i ≥ 0)
move continually, with their maximum speed (i.e., δT ′ ) towards the left. Strong connectivity holds because, all nodes pi (for
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Fig. 5. Proof of Theorem 8.
i ≥ 0, other than q) form a path of strong neighbors and q is a strong neighbor of the first node on its right throughout the
execution because their distance is at most equal to δ1.
At time t = t0 only p0 knows I . Node p1 first delivers I at time t1 = t + T when it is at a distance δ1 − TδT ′ on the right
of l. Node pi is the rightmost node to deliver I at time ti = t + iT when at a distance iδ1 − i TδT ′ on the right of l. Node q can
only deliver I within T rounds after at least one of its neighbors has delivered I . The earliest this happens is within T rounds
after I is delivered by a neighbor of q on its left. This neighbor has to be at distance smaller than δ2 from q. Hence, reliable
delivery cannot happen before time tj + T (= t + (j + 1)T ) for the smallest possible j for which d − (jδ1 − j TδT ′ ) < δ2 (i.e.,
j > ⌊ d−δ2
δ1− TδT ′
⌋). 
Finally, assuming an upper bound, n, on the number of nodes in the system we show that there are cases in which any
geocast algorithm requiresΩ(nT ) time to complete if nodes can move on a plane.
Theorem 9. Any deterministic Geocast(I, d) algorithm (if it exists) that solves the geocast problem in two dimensions requires
Ω(nT ) time to complete even if strong connectivity holds.
Proof. Consider an execution where at time t there is a node p within distance d but greater than δ2 from the source node
s. So at time t nodes p and s are not neighbors.
At time t all the other nodes are located in a chain shaped as a reversed U , such that this chain connects s to p and each
pair of nodes is at distance δ2 − ϵ from its neighbors in the chain. Before we reach this configuration, any pair of neighbors
was previously at distance δ1 from each other. Thus, strong connectivity holds from time t onward. At the same time t , a call
of geocast is invoked at the source node. The information moves one-hop farther in the chain any T times. Since the chain
is composed by n nodes, the claim follows. 
The bound of the above theorem depends on n. If n is finite this bound is finite. However, in a system with potentially
infinite nodes, the geocast problem may never be solved.
Corollary 1. There is no deterministic Geocast(I, d) algorithm that can solve geocasting for a system with infinite nodes that
move on a plane.
Note that the above Corollary does not holdwhen nodesmove on a one dimensional space. In fact, in the following section
we provide an algorithm that solves geocast, even though the system has infinite nodes, provided that nodes do not move
too fast.
6. A framework for geocasting algorithms
In this section we present a natural class of algorithms, denoted M-Geocast(I, d). Later we show that when M is
instantiated with the appropriate value, the geocast problem can be solved.
AlgorithmM-Geocast(I, d) works as follows. When the source node invokes a call Geocast(I, d), it immediately delivers
the information I (Line 8). Then, it broadcasts amessage [I, 0] and stores in a local variable TLB the time this first transmission
happened (Lines 10–11), in order to retransmit every T units of time (Lines 13–14). When a node p receives for the first time
a message [I, count I ], it immediately delivers I . Then, it starts broadcasting messages with information I periodically (Lines
2–6).
Observe that in Algorithm M-Geocast(I, d) nodes exchange pairs of values, formed by the information I and a counter
count I .3 The value count I contains an estimate of the time that has passed since the geocast started. This value, combined
3 For simplicity we will often say that they receive and (re)broadcast information I .
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with the the parameterM , is used to terminate the algorithm. The source node sets this counter to 0 initially. Since it takes at
least one round for a node p to receive amessage [I, count I ] broadcast by a node q, by incrementing the counter count I before
rebroadcasting, node p notifies the next receiver that one more round has elapsed from the initial invocation of the geocast.
Note that the counter may not be accurate, since at least one but at most T rounds could have passed. Hence, although the
use of this counter improves message complexity, it does not necessarily optimize it. In particular, if there was a way to
know if more than one rounds have elapsed, then the counter could increase faster, causing the predicate to evaluate to
false faster. This would result in less messages to be broadcast without affecting the correctness of the algorithm.
Init
(1) TLBI ←⊥
upon event ⟨receive([I, c])⟩
(2) if (TLBI = ⊥) then
(3) trigger ⟨Deliver(I)⟩;
(4) count I ← c + 1;
(5) trigger ⟨broadcast([I, countI ])⟩
(6) TLBI ← clock
(7) end if
ProcedureM-Geocast(I, d)
(8) trigger ⟨Deliver(I)⟩;
(9) count I ← 0;
(10) trigger ⟨broadcast([I, count I ])⟩;
(11) TLBI ← clock
when (clock = TLBI + T ) and (count I < M)
(12) count I ← count I + T ;
(13) trigger ⟨broadcast([I, countI ])⟩
(14) TLBI ← TLBI + T
Fig. 6. The code of theM-Geocast(I, d) algorithm class.
The algorithm presented in Fig. 6 represents a class of very natural solutions for geocasting. The difficulty lies in proving
correctness if strong connectivity holds after specifying appropriate values of M . In the following subsections, we provide
such solutions and their formal proofs by giving exact values to M that suffice for correctness of the algorithm separately
for the case of nodes moving in one dimension or in two dimensions (i.e., on a plane). In the rest of this section we assume
that strong connectivity holds, i.e., all pairs of nodes in the network are strongly connected.
6.1. Algorithm for the one-dimensional case
Assume that the source s = q0 initiates a call ofM-Geocast(I, d) at time t = t0 from location l = l0. Next, we prove that
I propagates from l0 towards the right of l0. (For the left of l0, the proof is symmetrical.) This happens in steps so that within
a small period of time, I moves from a node, qj to another node qj+1 at some large distance away.
Observation 1. Let p be a node that receives information I at time t, then either p immediately rebroadcasts I or it exists at time
τ ∈ [t, t + T ] such that p broadcasts I both at time τ − T and at time τ .
Observation 2. If T ′ > T , δTT ′ < δ is the maximum distance that a node can cover in time T .
Observation 3. Let p be a node that receives a message with information I at time t. p has delivered information I by time t.
Hereafter, we denote∆ = δ1 + δ.
Lemma 2. Let qj be a node located at location lj at time tj. If T ′ > T then every node that at time tj + T is within distance
∆ = δ1 + δ from lj has been a neighbor of qj throughout all the period [tj, tj + T ].
Proof. At time tj, qj is located in lj and it is a neighbor of all nodes at a distance minor than δ2 from lj. Let p be a node that at
time tj + T is located within a distance∆ from lj. Let v be the maximum speed of the nodes, since T ′ > T , in T time a node
can travel at most a distance vT = δT ′ T < δ. Thus at time tj, pwas located at lp within distance∆+ vT < δ2 from lj.
To break the connection with p, qj has to travel in the opposite direction of p at some time during [tj, tj + T ]. Without
loss of generality, consider qj to move towards the left. At any time t ∈ [tj, tj + T ], qj will be located at lj − vt and p will
be at lp + vt . Let lTp denote the location of p at time tj + T , lTp = lp + vT . Then, lp = lTp − vT and for all t ∈ [tj, tj + T ]
ltp = lp + vt = lTp − vT + vt = lTp + v(t − T ). So at time t the distance between qj and p is distance(p, qj, t) = ltp − ltq =
lTp + v(t − T )− (lj − vt) = lTp − lj + 2vt − vT ≤ lTp − lj + vt . Since lTp ≤ lj + δ1 + δ, distance(p, qj, t) ≤ δ1 + δ + vt < δ2
because vt < δ for all t ∈ [tj, tj + T ]. 
Lemma 3. Let a node q broadcast information I at time t being at location l. If T ′ > T , then every node that at time t+T is within
distance∆ from l will deliver the information by time t + T .
Proof. By Lemma 2, every node p that at time t + T is within distance∆ from l is a neighbor of q throughout all the period
[t, t + T ]. Thus if q broadcasts the information I at time t , pwill deliver I by time t + T . 
The following Lemma 4 states that if a node exists that broadcasts information I at some time t , then by time t+3T there
is another node far away from location l which broadcasts information I . Thus these two nodes define a non-zero spatial
interval and a temporal interval between two successive broadcasts events.
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Lemma 4. Let a node qj broadcast the information I at time tj located at point lj. Let Lr denote the set of nodes that at time tj are
located on the right of lj + δ1. If δ1 ≥ δ, T ′ > T and Lr ≠ ∅ then, assuming that count I < M for all nodes throughout [tj, tj+1],
either all the nodes in Lr deliver information I by time tj+ T or there is a node qj+1 which broadcasts I at time tj+1 at location lj+1
such that:
1. tj+1 − tj ≤ 3T ,
2. lj+1 − lj ≥ δ1 − δTT ′ > 0
3. let t = min (tj, tj+1 − T ), throughout all the interval [t, tj+1], node qj+1 is a neighbor of another node q located on the left of
lj +∆ and which invoked broadcast([I, ·]) at some time in [tj+1 − T , tj+1].
Proof. Assume that at time tj, a node qj broadcasts the information I being located at lj. One of the following two cases holds:
• At time tj + T , there is at least a node p located in the interval [lj + δ1, lj + ∆]. Then by Lemma 3 p will deliver the
information I by time tj + T . By Observation 1, p will broadcast I at some time tj+1 ∈ [tj, tj + T ]. By Observation 2 and
its position at time tj + T , pwill rebroadcast I at time tj+1 ≤ tj + T being at location lj+1 ≥ lj + δ1 − δTT ′ . The claim holds
being qj+1 = p and q = qj.• At time tj + T , no node is located in the interval [lj + δ1, lj +∆]. Let L and L′ respectively denote the set of nodes that at
time tj + T are located on the left of lj + δ1 and the ones that at time tj + T are located on the right of lj +∆.
If L′ = ∅ then all the nodes that at time tj were on the right of lj + δ1 are within distance∆ from lj at time tj + T . By
Lemma 3, these nodes deliver information I by time tj + T .
Otherwise, there must exist paths of strong neighbors from nodes in L′ to node on the left of lj + δ1. In particular
nodes ∈ L′ can be connected with nodes in L at most within distance δ on the left of lj. These latter have delivered the
information I by time tj + T . One of the following cases has to hold:
1. There exists at least a connection between a node p in L′ and a node q in Lwhich lasts throughout [tj, tj + 2T ]. Then p
will deliver the information I at some time t ∈ [tj, tj+2T ]. Note that at time tj+ T , p is on the right of lj+∆ and since
T ′ > T it is on the right or on lj+∆− δTT ′ > lj+δ1− δTT ′ throughout all the period [tj+T , tj+2T ]. Then by Observation 1,
pwill broadcast information I at some time tj+1 ∈ [tj + T , tj + 2T ] being located at some position lj+1 > lj + δ1 − δTT ′ .
The claim holds being qj+1 = p and by the fact that p and q are neighbors throughout [τ , tj+1] ⊂ [tj, tj + 2T ], where
τ = min tj+1 − T , tj.
2. Each connection between nodes in L′ and nodes in L breaks at some time in [tj, tj+2T ]. Then, a new strong connection
has to be created at some time t ∈ [tj, tj + 2T ] before all such connections break. Otherwise strong connectivity is
violated, which is a contradiction.
Let p and q be respectively the node in L and the node in L′ that create the new strong connection at time t ,
i.e. distance(p, q, t) ≤ δ1. By Lemma 2 p and q have been neighbors throughout [t − T , t + T ]. If t ∈ [tj, tj + T ],
[tj, tj + T ] ⊂ [t − T , t + T ] and all such connections have to break at some point in [tj + T , tj + 2T ] otherwise there
will exist at least a connection between a node in L and a node in L′ that lasts throughout all the period [tj, tj + 2T ]
and thus we reach a contradiction.
Then a new connection between a node p in L and a node q in L′ has to be created at some time t ∈ [tj+ T , tj+2T ].
At time t , distance(p, q, t) ≤ δ1, and since in 2T time a node can travel at most a distance 2δTT ′ , at time tj, qwas on the
right of lj − 2δ. Thus q delivers information I by time tj + T , and q broadcasts I both at time τ and τ ′ = τ + T with
τ ∈ [tj, tj+T ]. By Lemma1, p and q are neighbors throughout all the period [t−T , t+T ]with t ∈ [tj+T , tj+2T ]. Either
τ or τ ′ is in the interval [t − T , T ], then p delivers information I by time t + T ≤ tj + 3T . Then either p immediately
broadcasts I or it broadcasts I at some time in [t, t + T ]. Then p broadcasts information I at time tj+1 ≤ tj + 3T being
at some location lj+1 > lj+δ1+δ− 2δTT ′ > lj+δ1− δTT ′ . The claim holds being qj+1 = p and by the fact that throughout[tj+1 − T , tj+1] ⊂ [t − T , t + T ] p and q are neighbors. 
Observation 4. Let q, q′ and p be three nodes that at time t are respectively located at lq, lq′ and lp such that lp < lq and lp < lq′ .
Let q deliver information I by time t+ T because p invoked a call of broadcast([I, ·]) at time t. If q′ is between q and p throughout
[t, t + T ], q′ delivers information I by time t + T .
Definition 4. tj is a time at which a node qj invokes broadcast([I, ·]) being located at location lj such that tj+1− tj ≤ 3T and
lj+1 − lj ≥ δ1 − δTT ′ , for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i}.
Lemmata 5–7 are instrumental to prove Lemma8. This latter states that anynode that traverses any of the spatial intervals
defined by two consecutive broadcast events (the ones defines in Definition 4) during the corresponding broadcast period,
delivers the information by a given time.
Lemma 5. Let t, t ′ ∈ [tj, tj+1] with t ′ > t. Let p be a node that at time t is on the left of lj and at time t ′ is located inside the
interval [lj, lj+1]. If δ1 > δ, p receives a message with information I by time tj + T .
Proof. By Definition 4, tj+1 − tj ≤ 3T . Let t, t ′ ∈ [tj, tj+1]with t ′ > t . Let p be a node that at time t is on the left of lj and at
time t ′ is located inside the interval [lj, lj+1]. If δ1 > δ, at time tj p is at most within distance 3δ < δ2 on the left of lj. Then,
at time tj, qj and p are neighbors and they will remain neighbors at least up to tj + T . This is because in the worst case p
reaches position lj immediately after tj but then at time tj + T the distance between p and qj is at most 2δ. Otherwise they
move towards each other getting closer. So pwill receive a message with information I by time tj + T . 
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Lemma 6. Let t, t ′ ∈ [tj+1− T , tj+1]with t ′ > t. Let p be a node that at time t is on the right of location lj+1. If δ1 > δ, p receives
a message with information I by time tj+1 + T .
Proof. Let t, t ′ ∈ [tj+1 − T , tj+1] with t ′ > t . Let p be a node that at time t is on the right of location lj+1. If at some time
t ′ ∈ [tj+1−T , tj+1] p is on the left of lj+1, p is neighbor of qj+1 throughout all the period [tj+1, tj+1+T ]. This is because δ1 > δ
and at time tj+1, p is on the right of lj+1 − δ and in T times the distance between p and qj+1 increases less than 2δ. Then p
will receive a message with information I by time tj+1 + T . 
Lemma 7. Let p be a node that at time t ∈ [tj, tj+1] is on the right of lj+1. If at some time t ′ ∈ [tj, tj+1] with t < t ′, p is located
at lp ∈ [lj, lj+1] and there does not exist a time t ′′ ∈ [tj, tj+1] with t ′′ > t ′ such that p is not on the right of lj+1, p delivers the
information I by time tj+1 + 2T .
Proof. Consider a node p that at time t ∈ [tj, tj+1] is located at the right of location lj+1. Assume that at time t ′ ∈ [tj, tj+1],
with t ′ > t , p is located inside the interval [lj, lj+1] and t ′′ ∈ [tj, tj+1] does not exist with t ′′ > t ′ such that p is on the right
of lj+1 at t ′′.
If t ′ ∈ [tj+1 − T , tj+1], the claim follows by Lemma 6 and Observation 3. Then, consider t ′ ∈ [tj, tj+1 − T ). [tj, tj+1 − T ) ⊆
[tj, tj + 2T ), then by Observation 2, at time tj+1 − T , p is on the right of lj+1 − 2δ. At the same time tj+1 − T , qj+1 is at most
within distance δTT ′ from lj+1, since it has to be located at lj+1 at time tj+1. Then, since 3δ < δ2, at time tj+1 − T , p and qj+1
are neighbors. p and qj+1 remain neighbors throughout all the period [tj+1− T , tj+1] because at time tj+1, p is at most within
distance 3δ from lj+1, due to Lemma 4(1) and Observation 2.
By the third bullet of Lemma 4, either qj+1 receives I at time tj+1 because a node q that received the information directly
by qj invoked broadcast([I, ·]) at some time τ ∈ [tj+1 − T , tj+1] or qj+1 invoked broadcast([I, ·]) also at time tj+1 − T . In
this last case, the claim holds because p and qj+1 are neighbors throughout all the period [tj+1 − T , tj+1] and because of
Observation 3. Then, consider the case where qj+1 receives I at time tj+1 because a node q invoked broadcast([I, ·]) at some
time τ ∈ [tj+1 − T , tj+1].
If at time tj+1+T node p iswithin distance∆ from lj+1 then by Lemma3 pdelivers themessage by time tj+1+T . Otherwise,
the location of p at time tj+1 + T is on the left of lj+1 −∆. This implies that the location of p at time tj+1 is minor or equal to
lj+1+∆− δTT ′ . Then, at time tj+1, p and q are neighbors because distance(q, qj+1,tj+1)< δ2 and distance(p, qj+1,tj+1)≥ ∆− δTT ′ .
Note that at time tj, p is on the right of lj. Then, by Observation 4 either p delivers the information by time tj + T or at
some point t ∈ [tj, tj+ T ] p is located on the right of q. Note that qwill broadcast the information once in each time interval
[tj+ kT , tj+ (k+ 1)T ]with k ∈ {0, . . . , 3}. So either there is a time in [tj, tj+1]where p and q are strong neighbors and then
p delivers the information by time tj+1+ T , or at time tj+1 q is on the left of p and this latter is on the left of qj+1. Then, pwill
deliver information I by time tj+1 + 2T because of a call of broadcast either at qj+1 or at q. This is because either p remains
neighbors of q or of qj+1 throughout all the interval [tj+1 − T , tj+1 + T ] or at time tj+1, p and q are within a distance greater
than δ1 from each other and they move towards or in the same direction of q. So they do not disconnect for at least other
2T . 
Lemma 8. Let p be a node that at some time t ∈ [tj, tj+1] is in some location lp ∈ [lj, lj+1]. If there does not exist a time
t ′ ∈ [tj, tj+1] with t ′ > t such that p is not on the right of lj+1, p delivers the information I by time tj+1 + 2T .
Proof. Let p be a node that at some time t ∈ [tj, tj+1] is located at lp ∈ [lj, lj+1]. Assume that it does not exist a time
t ′ ∈ [tj, tj+1] with t ′ > t such that p is not on the right of lj+1. Then if at time tj p is either on the left of lj or on the right of
lj+1, then the claim follows respectively by Lemma 5 and Observation 3 and by Lemma 7. Finally, consider the case where
node p is inside the interval [lj, lj+1] throughout all the interval [tj, tj+1]. We prove that p delivers information I by time
tj+1+ T . If at time tj+ T p is within distance∆ from lj, p delivers the information I by time tj+ T , because of Lemma 9. Then
assume that p is located in the interval [lj +∆, lj+1] at time tj + T . At that time q is located on the left of location lj +∆. At
time [tj+1 − T , tj+1], q and qj+1 are neighbors because of the third bullet of Lemma 4. At time tj+1 − T one of the following
cases will happens: (1) p is in between q and qj+1, (2) p is on the right of both these nodes but on the left of lj+1 or (3) p is
on the left of both q and qj+1. But this means that p is a neighbor of q throughout [tj+1, tj+1 + 2T ] or is a neighbor of qj+1
throughout [tj+1 − T , tj+1]. Since q broadcasts I once in each time interval [tj + kT , tj + (k+ 1)T ] with k ∈ {0, . . . , 3} and
qj+1 broadcasts at time tj+1, p delivers I by time tj+1 + 2T and the claim holds. 
Now we prove that if a node stays within distance d from the location where the geocast has been invoked, throughout
all the geocast period, then it is eventually inside one of the intervals between two consecutive broadcasts at the right time
and for long enough to deliver the information I .
Lemma 9. If a node q stays within distance d from l throughout [t0, ti+1] for i such that l + d ∈ [li, li+1], then q delivers the
information I by time ti+1 + 2T .
Proof. Let t0 be the time when the source node s performs the first broadcast([I, ·]) because of a call ofM-Geocast(I, d). If q
is located at l0(= l) at time t0 then the lemma holds. Otherwise, without loss of generality, let q be located on the right of s
at time t0. For every time in [t0, ti+1], q is located either on or on the left of li+1 because l+ d ≤ li+1.
By induction on j, it is easy to see that there exists a j ≤ i such that at time t ∈ [tj, tj+1], q is in the interval [lj, lj+1] and
there does not exist a time t ′ ∈ [tj, tj+1]with t ′ > t such that q is on the right of lj+1. Otherwise at time tj+1, q is on the right
of lj+1, and for j = i we have that at time ti+1, q is on the right of li+1. This means that at time ti+1, q is at a distance greater
than d from l. By the Lemma 8, qwill deliver the information I by time ti+1 + 2T . 
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Observation 5. Let countI be the counter associated to the communication generated by a call of M-Geocast(I, d). countI is set
to zero once when the source invokes the first broadcast([I, ·]) at time t0 and it is never reset.
Observation 6. Let p be a node different from the source node. p invokes broadcast([I, ·]) at some time t only if it has generated
a receive([I, ·]) event at some time before t.
Lemma 10. Let t be the time when a call of M-Geocast(I, d) is invoked. Every message broadcast or received at some time in
[t, t + k] has a counter at most equal to k.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For k = 0, we have to consider the time t . At that time only the source node invokes
broadcast([I, ·]) and the counter of the broadcast message has a value 0 (line of Fig. 6). Then the claim holds. By inductive
hypothesis, assume that every message broadcast or received at some time in [t, t + k] has a counter at most equal to k.
Then we prove that every message broadcast or received at some time in [t, t + k+ 1] has a counter at most equal to k+ 1.
We know that this cannot happen by time t + k because of the inductive hypothesis. Then by contradiction assume that
there exists a message that is received at time t + k+ 1 and whose counter has value greater than k+ 1. But since it takes
at least 1 time unit to receive a message, this means that the message received at time t + k+ 1 was broadcast at the latest
at time t + k. But then if the message has a counter k+ 1 we contradict the inductive hypotheses.
Finally, consider the case where at time t+ k+1 amessagem is broadcast by a node p. p increments its counter possibly
each time it receives a message or when it broadcast a message. But by time t + k all the messages received by p have a
counter smaller or equal to k and p may has broadcast at most k messages. So at time t + k the counter of p is at most k.
Then, when at time t + k+ 1 it broadcasts a message, this message has a counter at most k+ 1. Then the claim follows. 
Finally we define the bound for the time to ensure the reliable delivery property and the termination property. From this
latter, we obtain the bound for the integrity property.
Theorem 10. If strong connectivity holds, T ′ > T , and δ1 > δ, the M-Geocast(I, d) algorithm with M = 3T (i + 1) + 2T and
i = ⌊ d
δ1− δTT ′
⌋ ensures
(1) the reliable delivery Property 1 for C = 3T (i+ 1)+ 2T ,
(2) the termination Property 2 for C ′ = (3T (i+ 1)+ 2T + 1)T , and
(3) the integrity Property 3 for d′ = (C ′ + T )(δ2 + δT ′ ).
Proof. Let us first prove (1). From Lemma 4, we know that any 3T rounds starting from t0 = t the information reaches some
distance δ1− δTT ′ further from l. Formally, li− l ≥ i(δ1− δT/T ′). Since we want that all the nodes during the geocast interval
remain within distance d from l deliver the information I , we need to compute the maximum value that i could take in any
execution such that (l+ d) ∈ [li, li+1). Then i ≤ ⌊ li−l
δ1− δTT ′
⌋ and because li − l ≤ d, i ≤ ⌊ d
δ1− δTT ′
⌋.
From Lemma 9, all the nodes that remain within distance d from l(= l0) throughout [t0, ti+1] deliver I by time ti+1+ T =
t + C . By Lemma 4, ti+1 − t ≤ 3T (i+ 1), and C = ti+1 − t + T ≤ 3T (i+ 1)+ 2T . Then C ≤ 3T (⌊ d
δ1− δTT ′
⌋ + 1)+ 2T .
We have to finally prove that during [t, t + C], for any node countI < M whereM = C . This follows by Lemma 10.
We nowprove (2). Everymessage received causes rebroadcasting of I in amessagewith a counter at least incremented by
one, and this will happen at least once every T times. Termination happens after any message received has a counter larger
than 3T (i+1)+2T , where i = ⌊ d
δ1− δTT ′
⌋. This happenswithin (3T (i+1)+2T+1)T+T times, because all messages broadcast
after time (3T (i + 1) + 2T + 1)T have counters at least equal to 3T (i + 1) + 2T + 1 and all such messages are received
within at most another T times. Note that in the worst case each broadcast message is received exactly after T times and
then the counter counts one time more while in reality T times are the last. Therefore, C ′ = (3T (⌊ d
δ1− δTT ′
⌋ + 1)+ 2T + 1)T .
Finally, we prove (3). A broadcastmessagewill be received at least after one time unit duringwhich any node can traverse
distance at most δT ′ . Therefore, if a node broadcasts a message from location l
′ at time t ′, then its neighbors receive it the
earliest at time t ′ + 1, when at a distance less than δ2 + δT ′ away from l′. Then, if the source starts M-Geocast(I, d) at time
t from location l, at time t + m, the furthest node that delivers I is at a distance less than m(δ2 + δT ′ ) away from l. By (2),
after time t+ C ′, no node broadcasts messages with information I . Therefore, no node delivers I after time t+ C ′+ T . But at
time t + C ′ + T , all nodes that have delivered I are within a distance less than (C ′ + T )(δ2 + δT ′ ) from l. Therefore, if a node
remains further than d′ = (C ′ + T )(δ2 + δT ′ ) from l, it will never deliver I . 
6.2. Algorithm for the two-dimensional case
From Corollary 1 we know that it is impossible to solve the geocast problem considering an infinite set of nodes, when
nodes move on a plane. Therefore, we need to assume a finite set of nodes to provide the solution. This is still challenging
because it is hard to estimate bounds on the hop distance based on the physical distance of the nodes. Note that although
such boundswere not explicitly calculated in the one-dimensional case, the correlation of hop distance and physical distance
betweennodeswas the key in proving that informationpropagates away from its original location and eventually it arrives to
all nodes within the appropriate area. In the two-dimensional case, we cannotmake similar arguments because the physical
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distance between nodes does not give any information about their hop distance. For example, consider two non-neighboring
nodes p and q that are located very close to each other. Even if those do notmove (causing their physical distance to be fixed),
their hop distance can change dramatically and the path linking them could contain nodes located very far from p and q. (A
scenario like this one was used to prove Theorem 9.) If p initiates a call of Geocast(I, d) and q is within distance d from p,
I will have to travel through the (dynamically changing) long path that connects them (to ensure reliable delivery). Hence,
the terminating time of the algorithm no longer depends solely on the physical distance d but also on the hop distance
between p and q which is hard (if possible) to calculate in our model. To deal with the challenges of the two-dimensional
case, we additionally assume a knownupper bound n on the number of nodes. This additional information provides an upper
bound on the hop distance of any two nodes. As we show next, this suffices for a natural geocast algorithm to work in two
dimensions.
We show now that the algorithmM-Geocast(I, d) solves the geocast problem in two dimensions for an appropriate value
of M . Let us denote by S the set of nodes that have already delivered the information I , and S(t) the set S at time t . Let us
denote by ti the time at which the set S increases from size i to i+ 1. Note that t0 is the time the geocast starts.
Lemma 11. If T ′ > T and count I < M at all nodes during the time interval [t0, tn−1], then ti+1 − ti ≤ 3T for every
i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 2}.
Proof. Since strong connectivity holds, at any time there must be chains of strong neighbors connecting any two nodes in
the system. In particular, at every time t0 < t < tn−1 (i.e., such that S(t) ≠ Π ) there must exist at least a pair of neighbors
q and p such that q ∈ S(t) and p ∉ S(t). Let C(t) denote the set of all such pairs.
Let us fix an i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 2}, and assume, for contradiction, that ti+1 − ti > 3T . Consider the case when there is
some pair (q, p) ∈ C(ti) that belongs to C(t ′) for all t ′ ∈ [ti, ti + 2T ]. In other words, this pair is formed by a node q that
has I at ti, and a node p that does not, neighbors for at least 2T time. By the M-Geocast(I, d) algorithm and the fact that
count I < M during the time interval [t0, tn−1], a node having the information I will rebroadcast it once every T time. Hence
qwill rebroadcast the information I at some time t ′ ∈ [ti, ti+T ], and thus pwill receive and deliver it by time t ′+T ≤ ti+2T .
Otherwise, all the connections in C(ti), i ∈ {0, . . . , n−2}, have been broken by some time t ′ ∈ (ti, ti+2T ]. But, for strong
connectivity to hold, a strong connection has to exist between some node q ∈ S(t ′) and a node p ∉ S(t ′), since otherwise
these subsets are disconnected at time t ′. Let t ′′, ti < t ′′ ≤ t ′, be the time at which q and p become strong neighbors, i.e. they
are within distance δ1 from each other. The claim follows if q ∉ S(ti), since q ∈ S(t ′) and ti < t ′′ ≤ t ′ ≤ ti + 2T . Otherwise,
note that by Lemma 1 and the fact that T ′ > T , q and p are neighbors throughout all the period [t ′′ − T , t ′′ + T ]. Then, since
q ∈ S(ti) and ti < t ′′, q will broadcast I once in the period [t ′′ − T , t ′′], and p will deliver I by time t ′′ + T > t ′ > ti. Given
that t ′′ ≤ ti + 2T , pwill deliver the information I by time ti + 3T and the claim holds. 
Let us now relate the value of the count I at each node with respect to the time that has passed sinceM-Geocast(I, d)was
invoked. Let count I(q, t) be the value of the variable count I of node q at time t . Let us define a propagation sequence as the
sequence of nodes s = p0, p1, p2, . . . , pk = q such that the first message received by pi with information I was sent by pi−1.
Node s = p0 is the source of the geocast.
Lemma 12. Let t0 be the time at which M-Geocast(I, d) is invoked at source s. Given a node q with propagation sequence
s = p0, p1, p2, . . . , pk = q and a time t ≥ t0 at which q has delivered I, with count I(q, t) ≤ M, then it is satisfied that
((t − t0)− count I(q, t)) ∈ [0, k(T − 1)+ T ].
Proof. We prove by induction on k that at time t ≥ t0 it is satisfied that ((t − t0)− count I(pk, t)) ∈ [0, k(T − 1)+ T ], and
that if a message is sent at time t it carries a counter c(pk, t) such that ((t − t0)− c(pk, t)) ∈ [0, k(T − 1)]. The base case is
the source node s = p0. At time t0 the source sets count I(s, t0) = 0 (Line 9), and then, as long as count I < M , it increments
count I by T every T time (Line 12). Hence, at time t = t0 + α we have ((t − t0) − count I(s, t)) = 0 if α is a multiple of T ,
and ((t − t0) − count I(s, t)) > 0 otherwise. Furthermore, the difference (t − t0) − count I is always smaller than T . Since
messages are broadcast at times t = t0 + α with α a multiple of T , the values c(s, t) carried by the messages sent by the
source satisfy ((t − t0)− c(s, t)) = 0.
Let us assume now by induction that, if pi−1 broadcasts a message at time t ≥ t0, this carries a value c(pi−1, t) such
that ((t − t0) − c(pi−1, t)) ∈ [0, (i − 1)(T − 1)]. If pi receives I for the first time at t ′ and the corresponding message
was sent by pi−1 at time t , pi sets count I(pi, t ′) = c(pi−1, t) + 1 (Line 4). This message took between 1 and T time units
to be received at time t ′ = t + α. Hence, α ∈ [1, T ]. Considering one extreme case, if ((t − t0) − c(pi−1, t)) = 0
and α = 1, then ((t ′ − t0) − count I(pi, t ′)) = 0. In the other extreme, if ((t − t0) − c(pi−1, t)) = (i − 1)(T − 1)
and α = T , then ((t ′ − t0) − count I(pi, t ′)) = i(T − 1). Therefore, ((t ′ − t0) − count I(pi, t ′)) ∈ [0, i(T − 1)]. Like the
source, pi increments count I by T every T time as long as count I < M (Line 12). Hence, at any time t ′′ = t ′ + α we have
((t ′′ − t0) − count I(pi, t ′′)) ∈ [0, i(T − 1)] if α is a multiple of T . Otherwise, this difference increases in up to T time, and
hence ((t ′′ − t0) − count I(pi, t ′′)) ∈ [0, i(T − 1) + T ]. Since messages are broadcast by pi at times t ′′ = t ′ + α with α a
multiple of T , the values c(pi, t ′′) carried by the messages sent by pi satisfy ((t ′′ − t0)− c(pi, t ′′)) ∈ [0, i(T − 1)]. 
This lemma can be used to prove the following theorem, which shows that the geocast problem can be solved in two
dimensions as long as T ′ > T .
Theorem 11. If strong connectivity holds and T ′ > T , the M-Geocast(I, d) algorithm with M = 3T (n− 1) ensures
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(1) the reliable delivery Property 1 for C = 3T (n− 1),
(2) the termination Property 2 for C ′ = 3T (n− 1)+ (n− 1)(T − 1)+ T , and
(3) the integrity Property 3 for d′ = max(d, 3T (n− 1)vmax + (n− 1)δ2).
Proof. The first part of the claim is a direct consequence of Lemma 11, which proves that at most 3T (n − 1) ≥ tn−1 − t0
time after Geocast(I, d) is invoked, all nodes have delivered the information I . The second part of the claim follows from
Lemma 12, using the fact that no propagation sequence has more than n nodes (hence taking k = n − 1), combined with
the first part of the claim. The third claim is also a direct consequence of Lemma 11, since the information can be carried by
nodes at most distance 3T (n−1)vmax in time 3T (n−1) from the initial location of the source, and travels less than (n−1)δ2
in the n− 1 broadcasts that inform new nodes. 
7. Related work
Geocast was introduced by Navas et al. [4,3]. Geocast algorithms for mobile ad-hoc networks [5,10,7,6], unlike our
deterministic solution, only provide probabilistic guarantees. This may not suffice. For example, Dolev et al. [8] need
a deterministic geocast to implement atomic memory. Deterministic solutions are given for multicast [14,16,17] and
broadcast [11] for mobile ad-hoc networks. Both solutions in [14,16] consider a finite and fixed number of mobile nodes
arranged somehow in logical or physical structures. They divide the nodes into groups each of which has a special node
which coordinates message propagation and collects acknowledgments. Moreover, they make the following stronger than
necessary assumption: they require that the network topology stabilizes for periods long enough to ensure delivery. Finally,
simulation results [18] show that the approach proposed in [14] does not work if nodes move fast. Bounds that allow
the algorithms to work correctly are not presented. Chandra et al. [17] provide a broadcasting algorithm and show by
experiments that either all or none of the nodes get the message with high probability. Mohsin et al. [11] implement
(deterministic) broadcast for a synchronousmobile ad-hoc networkwith restrictedmovement patterns. In particular, nodes
move on top of a grid such that at the beginning of each round nodes are located at grid points. They assume that all nodes
move at the same constant speed and direction of movement cannot change within a round. Finally, nodes need to inform
their neighbors about their future moving pattern for short future time periods.
Some theoretical results [12,13], in the last few years have made an effort to model the mobility of nodes and to
understand the impact ofmobility on the solvability and the complexity of basic problems (e.g. broadcast, routing) inmobile
ad-hoc networks. In particular, [12,13] model the communication topology as a dynamic graph andmobility as an adversary
able to change the edges of the graph accordingly to a given strategy. On the contrary, we use a different approach, we define
the dynamics of the communication topology in a parametric way in terms of connectivity and speed ofmovement of nodes.
Few bounds on deterministic communication in MANETs have been provided [15,1]. We prove that the lower time
complexity bound to complete a geocast in the plane is Ω(nT ). Interestingly, Prakash et al. [15] provide a lower bound
of Ω(n) rounds for the completion time of broadcast in mobile ad hoc networks, where n is the number of nodes in the
network. As the authors point out, they consider grid-based networks, but a lower bound proved for this restricted grid
mobility model automatically applies to more general mobility models. This latter result improves the Ω(D log n) bound
provided by Bruschi and Pinto [1], where D is the diameter of the network. These results unveil the fact that, when nodes
may move, the dominating factor in the complexity of an algorithm is the number of nodes in the network and not its
diameter.
8. Conclusion
In the context of geocasting, this paper has formally shown how the speed of movement of the nodes creates uncertainty
in a distributed system in terms of the cost and solvability of the problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is in fact the first
time in which bounds are formally defined on the speed of node movement which make it possible to solve geocasting and
relate its time complexity to the speed. This formally verifies the intuition that the faster the nodes move, the more costly
it would be to solve geocasting. Moreover, we have shown that when nodes move at speeds higher than a certain bound,
geocasting cannot be solved. In particular, for the two-dimensional mobility model, we have presented a tight bound on
the maximum speed of movement that keeps the solvability of geocast. We have also proved thatΩ(nT ) is a time complex
lower bound for a geocast algorithm to ensure deterministic reliable delivery, and we have provided a distributed solution
which is proved to be asymptotically optimal in time. In fact, our solution and bounds are also applicable to 3 dimensions,
a case that is rarely studied but may be of growing interest.
Assuming the one dimension mobility model, i.e. nodes move on a line, we have proved that vmax < 2δT is a necessary
condition to solve the geocast, where δ is a system parameter, and presented an efficient algorithm when vmax < δT . This
leaves a gap on themaximum speed to solve the geocast problem in one dimension. Interestingly, the time complexity of the
algorithm in one dimension depends on the speed of movement of nodes and on the distance d to be covered, while in two
dimensions it is related to the size of the system. This is mainly due to the fact that despite mobility, having nodes located
in a plane may let the information propagate far away from the source node but in a different direction w.r.t. the nodes that
have to be covered. To prove our results we do not make any assumption on the network topology except that it is strongly
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connected. Whether more efficient solutions exist for specific topologies and according to the speed of movement (which
defines how fast the topology may change) is an open problem.
Finally, in our opinion, the importance of the results shown in this paper lies also in the way the impact of the speed of
nodes has been studied with respect to problem solvability and the cost of the solution. We believe that the set of steps we
followed (i.e., themodel, theway solvability problemhas been tackled, and how the tradeoff bounds on the cost of solvability
has been established) can be a general canvas used to analyze the uncertainty due to speed of nodes introduced within any
distributed computing related problem on a mobile setting also considering weaker system model than the one addressed
in this paper (e.g. including failures and/or nodes moving in a two-dimensional model).
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